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Dear customer! 
 
The asparagus washing and cutting machine SWA is a product of high quality produced 
by the company HMF Hermeler Maschinenbau GmbH Füchtorf. 
 
Please read carefully and follow the instruction manual to be able to use all the 
advantages of your new machine.  
We have to refuse warranty claims, which are attributed to operating errors.  
 
Please give us the following information in each case of ordering replacement parts: 
 
1. Machine number 
 
2. Type 
 
3. Construction year  
 
Machine number, type and construction year are hammered into the identification plate.  
You can find this plate at the right front of the machine. In the following details we always 
use “right” for the sorting area and “left” for the input area.  
 
You have to apply only original spare parts of HMF Hermeler Maschinenbau GmbH 
Füchtorf. 
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1. Accident prevention 
 

This sign on the machine or in the instruction manual draws your attention to the 
security advices. If you don’t pay attention to it, there is danger for your life and 
serious injuries. Please observe all rules and instructions and give them to all other 
users, too! 

 
1.1 Security and accident prevention instructions 

For your own security 
 

- Before you start working with the asparagus washing- and sorting machine please 
test all functions of the machine, to be well prepared! 
- Please keep enough distance to the rotating knife while working with the machine!  
- Never touch under the security-cover of the rotating knife!  
- Please keep the motor and the switch dry while cleaning the machine! 
- In case of cleaning-works, maintenance and repairs as well as while the removal of 
dysfunctions you have to stop the machine and disconnect it from the electrical power 
supply! 
- Never take the electrical limit switches out of operation! 
- All protection installations have to be in regular way installed.  
- It is not allowed to touch under the sorting belt while sorting works! 
- Attention, while closing the cover of the washing unit and the cover of the knife there 
is danger of contusion! 
- The asparagus washing and cutting machine should be installed on level, solid 
ground, but she may have a slightly grade to the right side! 
- Attention! Even not-turning knifes are very dangerous and may cause heavy injuries; 
therefore you have to wear protection-gloves while working on the cutting unit.  
- Working on the electrical components should only be done by an expert of electrics! 

 
 

1.2 Warning signs and instruction signs 
 

The warning and instruction signs help to provide the security of all persons who work 
with the asparagus washing and cutting machine SWA, or they mark special 
characteristics of this machine which should be reminded for the correct function of 
the machine. 
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2. Possible field of application 
 
The Hermeler asparagus washing and cutting machine SWA should be used only for 
the designated use. With the SWA you can wash and cut fresh asparagus and sort it 
manually to different grades. 
 
3. Principle of operation  
 
In one working process the asparagus will be washed, and, according to the 
preselected block, cutted to a length of 22 cm to 28 cm. Six to nine adjustable injection 
nozzles and a big washing brush care for an optimal cleaning of the asparagus.  
You place the asparagus (with the head in direction of the block) on the left side of the 
transporting belt. (There you also find a smaller transporting belt.) The transporting belt 
transports the asparagus along the rotating knife, which cuts the asparagus to the 
preselected length. You should not fill more than 2/3 of the space between the knops 
on the transporting belt with asparagus, because the asparagus should be able to turn 
under the horizontal working washing brush. The washing brush is vertical adjustable. 
On the right side of the machine you my grade the asparagus manually.  
 
4. Installation of the machine 
 
Before the installation of the machine you should check if the machine was delivered 
completely, because the supporting feet have to be delivered separated from the 
machine, due to technical transporting reasons. You have to mount these parts befor 
the first using of the machine. The whole machine should be installated on level, solid 
ground, but may have a slight slope to the grading side.  
 
5. Maintenance and care 
 
For a failure-free operation you have to remove dirt from the driving-rollers and the 
deflexion rollers with water each hour. Thus will avoid a skew of the transporting belt. 
Maintenance-free ball-bearings will ensure a quiet run of the machine. You have to 
grease the pin of the bearing of the idler gear at the motor with edible oil before the 
season starts. At the end of the season you should release slightly the transporting 
belts. The motor and the switches have to be protected from humidity.  
 



6. Changing of the knife 
 
Before you can change the knife, you have to open the protection cover widely. By 
unscrewing of the screw (1) your separate the knife support from the knife’s shaft. Atn 
the bearing brass (2) you also unscrew the nuts. Knife support and bearing (l+2) have 
to be stripped of the slice (3). The round knife (4) now is free in the washing tunnel and 
may be changed. The mounting of the new knife has to be done in reversed order. 

 
 
image 2: changing of the knife  
 
 
7. Straining of the belts 
 
The adjusting of the smaller belt (1) and the belt with knops (2) was already made 
factory-provided. Further straining of the belts should be always done equally at both 
screws (3) of the reflexion roller.  

 
Image 3: Straining of the belts  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Generally this is very important:  
a) Please comply exactly with all warnings and signs!  
b) Give all security instructions also to all other users of this product! 
c) Please keep all signs and warning signs in good condition or replace them if 

necessary! 
 

 

Please read instruction manual and 
security advices before starting on! 
Separate the machine totally from 
electricity supply in case of maintenance 
works and repairs.  

 

Don’t open protection covers while the 
motor is running! Don’t touch working 
driving units.  
Danger by turning reflexion rollers. Don’t 
remove obstructions while machine is 
running! Don’t touch into sides of the 
transporting belts! 
 
 

 

While closing of the protection of the 
knife and the cover of the whashing 
tunnel there is danger of contusion! 
Never touch this dangerous area! 

 

Separate the machine totally from 
electricity supply in case of maintenance 
works and repairs. Danger of electrical 
voltage! 

 


